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General Service Conference (G.S.C.) 
Proposed Agenda Item Submission Form 

 

Annual deadline for submissions for a General Service Conference is September 15*. 
 
What types of proposals, suggestions or ideas rise to the level of needing a General Service Conference “action” or 
“decision”? 

 
Proposals that are important to the future of Alcoholics Anonymous, policy decisions or request for changes to 
Conference-approved literature and items that might require the collective conscience of the Fellowship. The 
trustees, corporate directors and staff bring together years of experience in A.A. service in making decisions about 
the appropriate process or disposition of proposed Conference agenda items. Warranty Six reminds us “that 
though the Conference may act for the service of Alcoholics Anonymous, it shall never perform any acts of 
government…” The 
A.A. Service Manual/Twelve Concepts for World Service (page VI). 

 
The A.A. Service Manual/Twelve Concepts for World Service states on page 42 that: 

 
The Conference considers matters of policy for A.A. as a whole, and there are tried-and-true 
procedures for placing an item on the agenda in the most effective way possible. For suggestions that 
do not concern overall policy, there are procedures to ensure they are routed to the most appropriate 
part of the service structure. 
  
The final agenda for any Conference consists of items suggested by: 
• Individual A.A. members 
• Groups 
• Delegates 
• Trustees 
• Area assemblies 
• Area committee members 
• Directors and staff members of A.A.W.S. and the Grapevine 
  
GSRs may have ideas for an agenda item, including some brought to them by group members. 
Experience suggests that they may want to discuss them first with their groups, then at district or 
area meetings. A district or an area can then forward it to the staff member at G.S.O. who is currently 
serving as Conference coordinator. 

 
The following is from a process overview document “FAQs on Group Conscience Consideration for Proposed 
Conference Agenda Items.” 

 
Q.  What happens when a proposed Conference agenda item arrives at the Conference Coordinator’s desk? 

 
A. The Conference Coordinator acknowledges receipt of the proposed agenda item and lets the sender 

know which of the following options is most appropriate and, if necessary, an explanation of why and 
how the proposed agenda item is being directed. Some of the possible routes are: 

 
1. Forwarding to a Trustees’ Committee via a G.S.O. Staff Member or Department Head. 
2. Forwarding to G.S.O.’s Publications Director or Group Services Staff person. 
3. Forwarding to A.A. World Services, Inc. 
4. Forwarding to Chair of the General Service Board. 
5. Forwarding to the A.A. Grapevine Corporate Board/AA Grapevine Publisher. 

 
Q.  What happens when it is unclear what committee should address a proposed item or where an item should 

be routed? 
 

A.  When it is unclear where a proposed item belongs, it is most frequently forwarded to the trustees’ 
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Committee on the Conference for direction. 

 
If a proposed agenda item does not rise to the level of a Conference action the topic could be programmed during 
Conference in a different way like a presentation/discussion or workshop. 

 
This overview is general and includes many but not necessarily all the possible routes a proposed agenda item 
follows in the trustee, G.S.O. and Grapevine review process. There is no “one size fits all” procedure and, on a 
case-by-case basis over time, there may occasionally be inconsistencies. 

 
(1) Submit a clear and concisely worded motion. 

 

(2) What problem does this proposed item address? 

 

(3) What level of group conscience, if any, discussed the proposed agenda item? Make it clear who is 
submitting the item (an individual, group, district, area, etc.). 

Note: While all items are received equally, experience has shown that ideas greatly benefit from the value of a 
broader group conscience. Consider if and with whom you would like to have a group conscience discussion on 
the proposed agenda item prior to submitting. 

 

(4) Provide background information that describes and supports the reasoning for the proposal.  List 
background material(s) included with the proposal: 
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(5) What are the intended/expected outcomes if this proposed item is approved? 

 

(6) Provide a primary contact for the submission. 

 

(7) Final comments: 

 

 
 
 

 

Submit completed forms to the GSO Staff Member on the Conference Desk: 

EMAIL: Conference@aa.org 

POSTAL MAIL: Attn: Conference Desk 
General Service Office 
P.O. Box 459 
Grand Central Station New 
York, NY 10163 
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	1 Submit a clear and concisely worded motionRow1: Consider a request to create a pamphlet, listing all the different service positions already identified and defined in AA pamphlets, workbooks and service material, at the group level and below together in one place,  and include the responsibilities for each.
	2 What problem does this proposed item addressRow1: Many A.A.'s are not aware of all the ways to provide service to our fellowship. The average A.A. member appears to only know about going to meetings, sponsoring a newcomer and/or other positions at the group level. Maybe they think you have to arrive at a certain "level" to qualify to do other types of service. There are many ways to get involved inside and outside of the homegroup and to give back what was so freely given. If more members were made aware of the abundance of service positions it may foster more participation in service down the triangle.
	Note While all items are received equally experience has shown that ideas greatly benefit from the value of a broader group conscience Consider if and with whom you would like to have a group conscience discussion on the proposed agenda item prior to submittingRow1: This consideration will be presented and discussed with the members of Area 49 at our Area Assembly on September 10, 2023. Then a vote will be taken.  
	4 Provide background information that describes and supports the reasoning for the proposal List background materials included with the proposalRow1: Currently, most service positions and the responsibilities are listed and descr,bed in the pamphlet “The AA Group”, in Area Handbooks, the AA Service Manual, or Service Committee Guidelines. The average AA member is only familiar with the pamphlet "The A.A. Group", and many AA members may never see an Area Handbook, the AA Service Manual or Service Committee Guidelines unless they begin to do service at these levels or have a sponsor or close A.A. friend who participates in service below the group level. There is information on the website www.aa.org but it is not all in one place or even easily accessible. A search on the website using the word “Positions” yielded 8 committee results and 5 other; none of which were combined into one location or other form of communication simultaneously. 


	5 What are the intendedexpected outcomes if this proposed item is approvedRow1: A new pamphlet listing all identified and defined service positions would give all A.A. members the opportunity to find out about other service opportunities early in recovery since it would be easily accessible and all in one place. If members had the descriptions of the responsibilities of each service position in one place, they would be more fully informed, and may be more likely to say, “I think I can do that” and stand for service positions.  Sponsors and Service Sponsors would also be able to encourage sponsees by using this material as a guide to Service introduction. 
	6 Provide a primary contact for the submissionRow1: Please provide a primary contact for the submission. Jo Ann M Cell 347-683-7355 Email: mccantsj16@gmail.com
	7 Final commentsRow1: To summarize, our three legacies, Recovery, Unity and Service are the heart of our program. We are depending on others to share information by word of mouth instead of providing the information where any A.A. member can have access. Some have said it is the sponsors responsibility to educate the newcomer on service opportunities; however, the pamphlet, “Questions and Answers on Sponsorship” has a great description on how to be a sponsor and encourage newcomers to do 12th step work but not necessarily take on service positions. The section on service sponsorship mentions some service positions but nothing about descriptions. Many have never heard of a service sponsor. That is another position learned about when someone does service below the group level. There is a communication disconnect that needs to be remedied. Since there are a multitude of service positions already defined having them available in a pamphlet makes sense. 


